
SENATE COMMITTEE ON SOCIAL CONCERNS 
MINUTES OF MEETING 
MARCH 19, 2007 
 
[In these minutes:  Sudan Position Statement Update, Designated Suppliers Program, 
Military Commissions Act, Proxy Voting] 
 
[These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the 
University of Minnesota Senate; none of the comments, conclusions or actions reported 
in these minutes represent the views of, nor are they binding on, the Senate, the 
Administration or the Board of Regents.] 
 
PRESENT:  Mani Subramani, chair, Jennifer Oliphant, Peter Hiniker, Richard Lidstad, 
Elizabeth Richardson, Benton Schnabel, Greg Schooler, Katherine Fennelly, David Fox, 
Ajay Skaria, Christine Dolph, Justin Drees, Ann Linde, Kurtis McIntire, Mira Reinberg 
 
REGRETS:  Joseph Marchesani, Julia Washenberger, Carolyn Chalmers, Catherine 
Jordan 
 
ABSENT:  Todd Tratz, Amelious Whyte, Craig Hassel, Kenneth Heller 
 
GUESTS:  Matt Abbott, Brent Benrud, Steven Jenkins, Denise Vita 
 
OTHER:  Virajita Singh 
 
I).  Professor Subramani called the meeting to order and asked those present to introduce 
themselves. 
 
II).  Professor Subramani reported that the committee passed the Sudan position 
statement, which will be forwarded on to the Senate for action. 
 
III).  The first item on the agenda deals with the Designated Suppliers Program (DSP) 
noted Professor Subramani, who then called on Matt Abbott, a student from the Morris 
campus representing the Social Justice Task Force of the University of Minnesota – 
Morris, to provide the committee with information on this topic. 
 
The sweatshop issue was first raised in 1999 noted Mr. Abbott when students and others 
in the University community voiced their concerns about University apparel being 
manufactured in sweatshops.  After convening a task force to examine these concerns, 
President Yudof concluded that, ÒThe University of Minnesota must unequivocally insist 
upon safe, decent working conditions for those who manufacture University-licensed 
apparel.Ó  Hence, the University joined the Worker Rights Consortium (WRC), of which 
it was a founding member.  The WRC investigates the working conditions in apparel 
factories around the world.  At this same time, the University developed a code of 
conduct for licensees of its trademarked apparel. 
 



In recent years, the effectiveness of the WRC has been called in question reported Mr. 
Abbott.  A recent factory report raised serious concerns about two factories, Hermosa in 
El Salvador and BJ&B in the Dominican Republic.  Based on the findings in this report, 
there is direct evidence that the code of conduct is not being unilaterally enforced 
worldwide.  In fact, the WRC is of the opinion that only about 8 factories out of several 
thousand around the world are actually living up to the standards put forth in college and 
university codes of conduct. 
 
The current approach to dealing with problems that are uncovered in sweatshops around 
the world is very reactive.  The DSP seeks to enforce university codes of conduct and 
protect the rights of workers who sew university logo apparel. 
 
This issue is of particular importance in light of the approximately $9 million exclusive 
contract the University is pursuing with Nike.  If this contract were to be signed, the 
University could find itself in a position similar to that of UW-Madison, whose Adidas 
contract has raised concerns that it enables the exploitation of sweatshop labor in its 
overseas subcontractor factories. 
 
Mr. Abbott went on to report that the University of Minnesota has been invited to partake 
in the DSP in a pilot capacity.  If universities across the country demonstrate their 
solidarity and join this program, it is hoped that their efforts will have a positive 
cumulative impact on the garment industry.  Instead of the University waiting to see what 
happens, as a student, Mr. Abbott, would like to see the University play an active role in 
helping to launch the DSP.  He added that there is a lot of support for the DSP. 
 
According to Mr. Abbott, the response from the Office of the General Counsel (OGC) 
and the Office of the President, is that the DSP is a complicated issue.  He added that 
certain aspects of the DSP may be in violation of Department of Justice anti-trust laws; 
hence the hesitancy on the part of the University to join the DSP.  If there were to be anti-
trust law implications, Mr. Abbott would request that the University stay on the forefront 
of this issue, and find alternative ways to address the lack of enforcement of its code of 
conduct in sweatshops around the world. 
 
Next, Professor Subramani called on Brent Benrud from the Office of the General 
Counsel to present the UniversityÕs position on this issue.  Mr. Benrud noted that the 
OGC has been charged by the Office of the President to act as the liaison to the WRC and 
to oversee issues regarding the UniversityÕs trademark licensing code and compliance 
matters. 
 
Mr. Benrud distributed a memo containing background information on this issue.  He 
began by noting that the University has been a member of the WRC since 2000.  The 
issue first became prominent in 1999 as noted by Mr. Abbott when President Yudof 
asked Mark Rottenberg from the OGC to put together a task force to explore this issue.  
Based on a recommendation coming out of this task force, the University joined the 
WRC and developed a code of code for all persons manufacturing or supplying the 



University with University logo apparel.  For additional information on this issue 
members were encouraged to visit the links provided in the memo: 
http://www.ogc.umn.edu/download/TaskforceRecommendations.pdf 
http://www.ogc.umn.edu/download/SweatshopStatement.pdf 
http://www.ogc.umn.edu/download/CodeofConduct.pdf 
http://www.workersrights.org/ 
http://www.workersrights.org/DSP/Designated%20Suppliers%20Program%20-
%20Revised.pdf 
 
After reviewing the task force recommendations, the UniversityÕs sweatshop statement 
and code of conduct, it should be apparent that the University is quite clear about its 
position on this issue and has been out front on this matter.  As mentioned earlier by Mr. 
Abbott, the University was a founding member of the WRC noted Mr. Benrud. 
 
There are two major entities that police apparel factories for colleges and universities, the 
WRC and the Fair Labor Association (FLA).  The University specifically decided to join 
the WRC because of its reputation for being an impartial organization that focuses on 
workersÕ rights; it does not accept money from the garment industry or labor unions.  
The WRC is funded completely by the dues paid by its members like the University of 
Minnesota, and grants it receives from the government and other unaffiliated 
organizations. 
 
The WRC is a monitoring organization stated Mr. Benrud.  They assist the University in 
assuring that the people that are supplying the UniversityÕs logo apparel are complying 
with its code of conduct.  During the year, all of the licensees are required to provide the 
University with contact information for the factories that produce the UniversityÕs 
apparel.  That information is submitted to the WRC who then matches it up against any 
complaints it has received.  The WRC maintains a staff of field people throughout the 
world that conduct unannounced audit compliance checks on these factories.  When the 
WRC identifies a problem, they will try to work with the factory to resolve it.  If they are 
unsuccessful in resolving the matter, this information is passed back to the 
college/university who can then take steps under their contract to bring pressure to the 
licensee to change what is going on in the factory, or, if warranted, terminate the contract. 
 
Over the past couple of years, changes in the garment industry have called into question 
the effectiveness of the codes of conduct like the UniversityÕs Code.  Reasons for this 
include: 

• The increasing decentralization of the garment industry.  Instead of suppliers 
placing orders with one factory, region or country, they place small orders with 
dozens or even hundreds of different factories throughout the world during the 
course of a given year.  Suppliers do this for a variety of reasons, e.g. it ensures 
vendors they are getting the best possible price when they are not locked into a 
long-term contract and it gives them protection if there is social unrest in a 
particular region or country.  With this said, it is for these reasons that it makes 
monitoring compliance difficult.  In the UniversityÕs most current reports to the 
WRC, the University is working with roughly 2,500 factories. 
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• The Multi-Fibre Arrangement (MFA) expired on January 1, 2005.  This was an 
international agreement that sets quotas in terms of how much apparel could be 
manufactured from a particular region.  The expiration of this agreement has 
resulted in increased price pressures in the international garment industry.  Since 
the expiration of the MFA, there has been a push to shift orders around to areas of 
the world where they can be manufactured the most inexpensively.  There is a 
movement away from areas of the world with higher labor costs into areas of the 
world with lower labor costs, which are often the areas with more human rights 
and other problems. 

• Better working conditions and pay for factory workers generally result in higher 
manufacturing costs.  Even if the cost per item increases by only a few cents, the 
licensees will pull their orders and send them to factories where they are less 
expensive to produce.  Under the current codes of conduct, this behavior in and of 
itself is not in violation of the codes. 

• The university and college apparel market represents an extremely small portion 
of the overall garment industry, which makes it difficult to have a lot of leverage 
in discussions to improve working conditions and pay for factory workers. 

 
The DSP is designed to address these issues and was originally proposed by Union 
Students Against Sweatshops in late 2005.  The WRC formed a working group in early 
2006 to put together a working model that colleges and universities could consider.  A 
significant concern that has been raised throughout this process is the anti-trust 
implications of the DSP.  In January 2007, the WRC submitted the program to the anti-
trust division of the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) for a formal opinion on the legality 
of the program under U.S. anti-trust laws.  It is expected that the DOJÕs opinion will be 
issued sometime this summer. 
 
In order to qualify as a designated supplier, a factory would need to demonstrate that it 
abides by internationally recognized labor standards as outlined in college and university 
codes of conduct; must pay a living wage; and demonstrate respect for workers rights by 
allowing workers to unionize, if they so choose, without fear of retaliation. 
 
Licensees covered by the DSP would be required to: 

• Identify in advance the suppliers they intend to use for the production of 
college/university apparel.  These suppliers must meet the requirements of the 
DSP. 

• Enter into long-term contracts with each designated factory in order to avoid the 
Ôcutting and runningÕ scenario mentioned earlier. 

• Place a sufficient number of orders in each factory so that more than 50% of the 
factoryÕs total annual output is for the college/university market. 

• Agree to a price with the factory that will allow it to meet the DSPÕs 
requirements. 

• Source their college/university apparel from designated suppliers according to 
specified production percentages. 

 



The WRC will monitor factory compliance with the DSP.  Licensee compliance under the 
DSP would be subject to arbitration. 
 
Over the past year, the University has been actively monitoring the WRC with respect to 
the DSP issue.  Recently, President Bruininks has requested that the OGC put together a 
working group to more closely examine the DSP.  Mr. Benrud is under the impression 
that the Social Concerns Committee will be asked to send a representative to be a part of 
this working group once it is formed.  However, until the DOJ issues an opinion, the 
working groupÕs hands are tied.  If the DSP is found to be legal, the working group will 
review the program and provide the President with a recommendation.  If the DSP is 
found to be illegal, the group would discuss alternative approaches. 
 
A member asked for a more detailed explanation of the anti-trust issues related to the 
DSP.  Mr. Benrud stated that the DSP is unique; there is nothing to compare it to in terms 
of anti-trust case law.  In general, anti-trust laws protect consumers against manufacturers 
or others in an industry that would organize to set prices.  In other words, they would 
organize to drive the prices up by agreement rather than letting the marketplace and 
competition set the prices.  In the case of the DSP, a group of colleges and universities 
would be getting together in order to force licensees to agree to terms regarding price and 
other minimum requirements.  The difference from other anti-trust cases is that colleges 
and universities would NOT be taking these steps to maximize their own profits (in fact, 
it is expected that their royalties would likely go down), but to do it for humanitarian 
reasons. 
 
The WRC has hired a prominent anti-trust lawyer, and this lawyer has opined that the 
DSP is legal because of the humanitarian nature of the program stated Mr. Benrud.  
Additionally, he argues that colleges and universities, for the most part, do not compete 
against one another for the sale of their logo goods. 
 
The garment industry, on the other hand, has hired its own lawyers, and they take a very 
different view of the program.  They view it more as a simple anti-trust analysis and 
purport collusion among colleges and universities as well as price fixing. 
 
In general, the DSP is highly controversial, not only outside the WRC but within the 
WRC.  In Mr. BenrudÕs opinion, it is somewhat discouraging that there has not been 
WRC consensus among its members on the DSP.  He added that while no one disputes 
there are concerns within the industry that need to be addressed, the question remains is 
whether the DSP is the right approach. 
 
Please explain the difference between the WRC and the FLA requested a member.  
According to Mr. Benrud, on paper these two organizations essentially seem the same; 
however, the difference is in their memberships and where each gets their money.  The 
FLA has taken the position that in order to effect real change in the global apparel 
industry, all parties, e.g. manufacturers, representatives from colleges and universities, 
factory representatives, etc. must be at the table.  The FLA enforcement model attempts 
to try to get all parties to agree whereas the WRC seeks out violations and demands these 



violations be corrected or there will be consequences.  The WRC is viewed by many as a 
more progressive entity and is more independent and unaffiliated as compared to the 
FLA. 
 
Mr. Abbott, representing the Social Justice Task Force of the University of Minnesota – 
Morris, stated that he comes before the committee requesting members endorse the DSP 
on principle and to be proactive in terms of joining the DSP if it is found to be legal.  If 
the DSP is deemed illegal, USAS requests the committee to encourage the University to 
be actively engaged in exploring alternative solutions to the sweatshop problems.  United 
Students Against Sweatshops (USAS) is not asking the University to pursue anything 
illegal.  The resolution before the committee asks that the University join the DSP 
working group.  This working group, however, has suspended its work until the DOJ 
issues its opinion.  According to Mr. Benrud, while the University did not join the DSP 
working group, it did follow its activities closely.  Knowing that there were many well-
respected individuals already serving on this working group, the OGC did not feel it was 
necessary to be at the table as that group met once a month in Washington, D.C.  The 
OGC believes the University is on record in expressing strong support for the issues 
addressed by the DSP.  The University, however, has intentionally not taken a position on 
the DSP itself because prior to September of 2006 there was not a DSP model to take a 
position on; instead there were only concepts, and, secondly, there remains the 
outstanding issue of the DOJÕs opinion on the matter. 
 
A member agreed that the University should take a leadership position on this issue once 
the DOJ has issued its opinion.  Rather than being a follower like in the Sudan divestment 
matter, the University needs to be out in the forefront of this issue as it was with the 
WRC.  Mr. Benrud stated that he is under the impression that the DOJ opinion is the 
threshold issue for the University.  If legal, the UniversityÕs working group would need 
to have a pointed discussion on the pros and cons of joining the DSP.  Mr. Benrud added, 
to be quite frank, if the WRC cannot come to a consensus on the DSP, there will be a lot 
to talk about.  The WRC is a very forward thinking group and has raised legitimate 
concerns about the DSP.  Mr. Benrud volunteered to inform Mark Rottenberg that it was 
the overall feeling of the committee that the University should be moving more quickly 
rather than more slowly on this issue. 
 
Professor Subramani thanked Mr. Abbott and Mr. Benrud for attending todayÕs meeting.  
A member suggested putting this item back on the committeeÕs fall agenda once the 
DOJ has issued its opinion. 
 
IV).  Professor Subramani welcomed Professor David Weissbrodt who was invited to 
provide information to the committee on the Military Commissions Act.  Professor 
Weissbrodt reported that he first learned of this issue when a faculty member, Visiting 
Professor Richard Kroeker from the College of Design, wrote to President Bruininks with 
concerns about the Military Commissions Act.  President Bruininks suggested Professor 
Kroeker contact Professor Weissbrodt, a Regents Professor of international human rights 
at the Law School.  Professor Kroeker wanted to find out what the University was doing 
to protect his rights. 



 
Professor Weissbrodt stated that his remarks today are based on his reading of the 
Military Commissions Act and other relevant materials.  He summarized his findings by 
noting the following: 

• The Military Commissions Act does deprive certain non-citizens of their right to 
Habeas Corpus. 

• The Military Commissions Act permits the administration to use evidence 
obtained by ill-treatment in prosecutions of non-citizens. 

 
In terms of what the University could do to address this concern, Professor Weissbrodt 
suggested that it consider joining with other academic institutions and human rights 
organizations to support legislation to revise the Military Commissions Act.  Currently, 
there is a bill before Congress, S. 576:  Restoring the Constitution Act of 2007, which 
would remedy the problems created by the Military Commissions Act by restoring 
Habeas Corpus rights, barring evidence gained through torture or coercion and reinstating 
U.S. adherence to the Geneva Conventions in order to protect the nationÕs military 
personnel abroad.  This bill specifically outlines what kind of ill-treatment would be 
banned. 
 
The University could act as a catalyst for pushing the Association of Foreign Student 
Advisors and universities in general to get more involved in this issue noted Professor 
Weissbrodt.  He also reminded the committee that the University has a lobbying arm in 
Washington, D.C.  Members may want to ask the President to instruct these lobbyists to 
take a more active role around this issue. 
 
Virajita Singh from the College of Design asked that the committee keep in mind that 
there are approximately 4,000 non-U.S. citizen faculty researchers and students at the 
University.  She agreed with Professor WeissbrodtÕs recommendation that the 
University join with other academic institutions and human rights organizations to 
support legislation to revise the Military Commissions Act. 
 
A member asked whether this issue is likely to go to the Supreme Court?  According to 
Professor Weissbrodt it is likely President Bush would have difficulty in vetoing 
legislation in this area.  The administration does not want to be viewed in favor of torture.  
He added that there is currently litigation in the Circuit Courts to get this matter heard 
quickly in the Supreme Court, but quickly usually translates into about 2 years. 
 
Could the preamble of the Constitution play a role in whether the Military Commissions 
Act is legal asked a member?  According to Professor Weissbrodt, Article 1, section 9 of 
the U.S. Constituion provides, ÒThe privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be 
suspended, unless when in cases of rebellion or invasion, the public safety may require 
it.Ó  There are some cases that say that habeas corpus is not accessible to non-citizens, 
particularly if they are outside the U.S.  What does this mean for Guantanamo asked 
Professor Weissbrodt; is it inside or outside the U.S.? 
 



In terms of taking a stand on this issue, Professor Subramani asked what the committee 
could do to effect change with regard to the Military Commissions Act.  Professor 
Weissbrodt suggested that the committee draft a letter to the UniversityÕs lobbyist in 
Washington, D.C. and those at the University that work with foreign students stating that 
as a matter of University policy, the Social Concerns Committee, believes the University 
should be active in this context. 
 
Are other university senates taking action along these lines asked Professor Subramani?  
Professor Weissbrodt did not know, but stated that the committee could explore this if 
they wanted to; however, he was not sure it would a good idea to wait to collect this 
information before taking action.  Instead, he stated that the University could be the 
driver of this issue and push other academic institutions to take action. 
 
In addition to the 4,000 University faculty researchers and students affected by this Act, 
there are undoubtedly other members of the University community that are non-U.S. 
citizens besides faculty researchers and students that will also be impacted.  Yes, stated 
Ms. Singh who stated that this is a red flag issue for the entire University community and 
all citizens for that matter.  Professor Weissbrodt added that in this context the Act 
applies to permanent residents of the U.S. too. 
 
Professor Subramani asked what exactly the committee should be asking for in its letter 
to President Bruininks.  Professor Weissbrodt stated that the committee could simply ask 
that the University support the bill in the U.S. Congress, S.576:  Restoring the 
Constitution Act of 2007.  By doing this it would fulfill the request put forward by 
Professor Richard Kroeker. 
 
A member suggested that the argument could be made that there is an element of 
academic freedom tied to this issue.  There are cases in which non-U.S. academics have 
been denied visa entrance because they are considered terrorists.  Professor Weissbrodt 
stated that this would be a more difficult argument to make. 
 
Professor Kathy Fennelly volunteered to draft a letter on behalf of the committee with 
regard to the Military Commissions Act.  She welcomed collaboration from others on the 
committee who would be interested in helping her draft the letter. 
 
For a copy of this bill members were referred to The Library of Congress: 
http://thomas.loc.gov/beta/billView.jsp?&exact=false&pbSummary=false&searchBSS=tr
ue&searchCmte=false&searchCR=false&searchCurrent=true&searchMulti=false&search
Otr=false&searchPN=false&searchPrevious=false&searchTre=false&swr=true&versions
=true&queryText=S.576&runningQueryCongress=%28110%3Cin%3Econgress%29&sor
tField=relevance&subject=Root%2FHuman+Rights%2F&viewurl=billView.jsp&pageurl
=topicresults2.jsp&action=first&currDoc=1&currentPage=1&fromTocItem=t0&numHits
=1&k2dockey=%2Fprd%2Fk2%2Fbills%2Fxml%2F110%2Fs576.is.xml%40billmerge 
 
A motion was made that the Social Concerns Committee encourage the University and its 
lobbyists in Washington, D.C. to look into supporting S. 576, a bill currently before 

http://thomas.loc.gov/beta/billView.jsp?&exact=false&pbSummary=false&searchBSS=true&searchCmte=false&searchCR=false&searchCurrent=true&searchMulti=false&searchOtr=false&searchPN=false&searchPrevious=false&searchTre=false&swr=true&versions=true&queryText=S.
http://thomas.loc.gov/beta/billView.jsp?&exact=false&pbSummary=false&searchBSS=true&searchCmte=false&searchCR=false&searchCurrent=true&searchMulti=false&searchOtr=false&searchPN=false&searchPrevious=false&searchTre=false&swr=true&versions=true&queryText=S.
http://thomas.loc.gov/beta/billView.jsp?&exact=false&pbSummary=false&searchBSS=true&searchCmte=false&searchCR=false&searchCurrent=true&searchMulti=false&searchOtr=false&searchPN=false&searchPrevious=false&searchTre=false&swr=true&versions=true&queryText=S.
http://thomas.loc.gov/beta/billView.jsp?&exact=false&pbSummary=false&searchBSS=true&searchCmte=false&searchCR=false&searchCurrent=true&searchMulti=false&searchOtr=false&searchPN=false&searchPrevious=false&searchTre=false&swr=true&versions=true&queryText=S.
http://thomas.loc.gov/beta/billView.jsp?&exact=false&pbSummary=false&searchBSS=true&searchCmte=false&searchCR=false&searchCurrent=true&searchMulti=false&searchOtr=false&searchPN=false&searchPrevious=false&searchTre=false&swr=true&versions=true&queryText=S.
http://thomas.loc.gov/beta/billView.jsp?&exact=false&pbSummary=false&searchBSS=true&searchCmte=false&searchCR=false&searchCurrent=true&searchMulti=false&searchOtr=false&searchPN=false&searchPrevious=false&searchTre=false&swr=true&versions=true&queryText=S.
http://thomas.loc.gov/beta/billView.jsp?&exact=false&pbSummary=false&searchBSS=true&searchCmte=false&searchCR=false&searchCurrent=true&searchMulti=false&searchOtr=false&searchPN=false&searchPrevious=false&searchTre=false&swr=true&versions=true&queryText=S.


Congress.  The motion passed, but one member stated that he was not comfortable 
supporting a bill that he had not seen. 
 
V).  Professor Subramani reported that proxy voting on shareholder resolutions would be 
conducted via email.  Greg Schooler added that in previous years the committee voted in 
favor of all the resolutions being voted on this year.  Therefore, in the interest of saving 
time, and not wanting to be redundant, a blanket vote would be conducted on these 
resolutions. 
 
A member asked whether the votes on the shareholder resolutions that keep coming back 
are continually increasing.  Mr. Schooler stated that they would have to be increasing in 
order to get on the next yearÕs shareholder resolution list. 
 
Renee Dempsey, Senate staff, will distribute to the committee the resolutions, 
background reports and general information on proxy voting to members.  The deadline 
for casting votes will be March 28th. 
 
VI).  Hearing no further business, Professor Subramani adjourned the meeting. 
 
 
        Renee Dempsey 
        University Senate 


